THE    ICE    IS    BROKEN
There  is,  finally,  the  consideration for the country's
safety against outward attack.    It has to be borne in mind
that Russia is convinced that she introduces a system of
social and economic organization superior to ours in secur-
ing comfort and wealth to the masses.   At the same time
she is convinced that the capitalist Powers will be tempted
to attack her once they realize that the Russian system is
recognized to be superior.   They would fear the effects of
her example among their own population.   Therefore she
regards  even   uneconomic   measures   as worth while If
they safeguard her frontiers.    If this scheme of opening
the Arctic thus serves that purpose it is definitely worth a!!
the work spent on it and is fully justified in the eyes of the
Russians.    It does serve this purpose.    There can be no
doubt about it.    Perhaps after some time, when super-
lativism,  exuberant optimism and romantic  enthusiasm
have cooled off, certain minor parts of the scheme will have
to be modified, some single item dropped or the hopes
attached to it cut down to realities.   If ice conditions grow
worse after the cycle of favourable years turn, for instance^
the passage through the central straits between. Cape Chel-
yuskin (Asia's Calais) and the southern tip of North Land
(the local equivalent of Dover) may be blocked even in
August and refuse to yield also to the cumulative effort of
more numerous and more powerful ice-breakers.   In that
case the journeys from Europe to Obi and Yenisei, and from
the Far East to the Kolyma and Lena will still be useful
for trade and transport, but the whole route will lose some
of its importance for naval strategy.   It may also prove
too difficult or costly to refine Arctic oil on the spot, in
which case it will be of less value to Polar navigation. These
were just two of the doubts that struck me as a layman,
All these reflections, however, should not and do not pre-
vent the Soviet from trying.  They are probably as conscious
of them as any outside observer.   After ail, the Utopian
impossibilities of yesterday are already the glorious possi-
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